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Abstract. A key feature of the Amazon marketplace is that multiple sellers can
sell the same product. In such cases, Amazon recommends one of the sellers to
customers in the so-called ‘buy-box’. In this study, the dynamics among sellers
for occupying the buy-box was modelled using a classification approach. Italy’s
Amazon webpage was crawled during ten months and features from products
analyzed to estimate the more relevant ones Amazon could consider for a seller
occupy the buy-box. Predictive models showed that the more relevant features
are the ratio between consecutive prices in products and their number of
assessment received by customers.
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1 Introduction

Amazon is currently the leading online e-commerce platform in Europe [1] and attracts
exceptionally large public interest. In this platform, Amazon acts as a re-seller of some
products and also as a marketplace that enables independent sellers to sell new or used
products. Sellers have the possibility to use the platform’s different services, including
among others management of inventories, advertisement of products and the Fulfilled
by Amazon program, by which Amazon handle logistics for independent sellers’
products. A key feature of the Amazon marketplace is that multiple sellers can offer the
same product. In such cases, Amazon recommends one of the competing sellers to
customers in the so-called ‘buy-box’ [2]. This box is placed on every product detail
page so customers can begin the purchase process by adding items to their shopping
carts directly.

One of the main challenges in Amazon marketplace operation is the lack of
understanding of the empirical mechanisms adopted by sellers for market competition.
To the best to the authors’ knowledge, just one study has focused on studying
mechanisms that sellers adopt to gain exposure to consumers in Amazon marketplace
from a machine learning perspective. Chen et al. [3] explored algorithmic pricing
strategies from sellers in Amazon marketplace by obtaining products and seller char-
acteristics. These authors examined the empirical behavior of the buy-box to under-
stand relevant features by which Amazon selects a given seller among competitors to
occupy the buy-box. These authors studied sellers’ and products’ characteristics and
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estimated that the product price related characteristics are the most relevant for winning
the buy-box.

In this study, the dynamics of competition among sellers for occupying the buy-box
was modeled using a predictive approach based on classification. After scraping Italy’s
Amazon webpage, longitudinal datasets were created for selected products describing
over time the different default sellers selected by Amazon to sell such products (i.e., to
occupy the buy-box). The classification models built on each longitudinal dataset
aimed to predict when a change of seller for a product occurs at the buy-box.

The objective of this work is twofold. First, we aim to contribute to the empirical
understanding of the Amazon’s buy-box algorithm, detecting the more relevant features
that explain that a given seller is featured to occupy the buy-box. Second, we offer a
characterization of the more representative sellers according to these features. The
remainder of this study is organized as follow. In Sect. 2, the methodology applied to
estimate the more relevant features from sellers for becoming buy-box eligible is
described. A discussion about these estimated features is provided in Sect. 3, together
with the characterization of sellers according to them. Finally, in Sect. 4, the main
conclusions are presented.

2 Research Methodology

The methodology used in this study is illustrated in Fig. 1 which summarize: (i) the
characteristics of the database obtained, (ii) the creation of a longitudinal dataset for
every analyzed product, (iii) the creation and selection of features in each dataset,

Fig. 1. Methodology and analyses performed. Blue boxes indicate the main obtained results
(RF: random forest; SVM: support vector machine; NN: neural network; Acc: Accuracy; BAcc:
Balanced accuracy; k: kappa statistic; PCA: Principal component analysis, k-M: k-means). (Color
figure online)
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(iv) the modeling step using three different classifiers, (v) the estimation of relevant
features for winning the buy-box by analyzing all the individual results from products,
and (vi) the clustering of sellers considering these latter features.

2.1 Data Collection

Data for this study was obtained using a crawler that navigated through 26 categories of
new products in Italy’s Amazon webpage, over the course of 10 months, beginning on
April 4, 2018. These categories were selected according to the results from a previous
crawling experiment to detect the more dynamic ones in terms of products’ price
changing and presence of sellers offering the same products (some digital categories
including apps for Android, Kindle or products offered primarily by Amazon like
videos were not considered). For each category, just the details from most popular
products were extracted. The interest focused on the most demanded ones which are
likely to describe seller’s strategies for maximizing benefits, and therefore providing
more information and easing the modeling process. Due to Amazon’s strategic com-
mercial reasons, the number of most popular products displayed for each category
varied along the crawling period (top-20, top-50 or top-100) causing the frequency of
crawling cycles to differ (�1 h to complete the crawling of top-20 products displayed
for each category). Each time the crawler visited a product page, it recorded the time of
crawling, the characteristics of the product and those from the seller featured in the
buy-box. An example of product characteristics and the buy-box is illustrated in Fig. 2.
To consider the time the crawler extracted information from products through navi-
gation allowed for obtaining a longitudinal approach for each of them.

Fig. 2. Characteristics from a given product (A) and buy-box in Italy’s Amazon webpage (B).
Numbers in brackets are explained in Table 1.
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2.2 Longitudinal Datasets for Products

Once semi-structured data from crawling was processed, an indexed-by-time database
containing the products’ and sellers’ characteristics was obtained. Such database was
filtered by products, obtaining an independent longitudinal dataset for each of them.
The aim was to describe the change over time of characteristics of products featured in
Table 2, and importantly, to monitor the different sellers that have sold each product.
For modelling purposes a total of 461 products were selected to be studied. These
products fulfilled a double criterion. Firstly, each product was offered by more than
three sellers, and secondly, information from products by crawling was obtained a
minimum of 110 occasions. This latter threshold was stablished according to the one in
five ratio of examples (instances) per predictor variable [4, 5], considering that a
maximum of 21 candidate predictors were considered to build the predictive models
(Table 2) in each longitudinal dataset. These predictors are analyzed next.

2.3 Feature Building and Selection

This section describes the creation and selection of features used for building the
predictive models. For every longitudinal dataset of products, a set of 21 candidate
predictors (Table 2) were created to build a binary classification model. These pre-
dictors included all features from Table 1 (except ASIN code) as well as a set of 13
dynamic features generated from price, aiming to study the possible implications of
product prices’ trends and variations applied by sellers for winning the buy-box. In
order to reduce the high dimensionality in these datasets, those predictors with near-
zero variance, showing a linear dependency or correlated (Pearson’s r higher
than ±0.8) were removed. Additionally, using a Principal Component Analysis (PCA),
those predictors failing to explain a 95% of the variance in the longitudinal dataset were
excluded for building the predictive models. These techniques for feature selection
were used in each longitudinal dataset from products. To detect variables with variance
close to zero, correlated or showing linear dependency, the nearZeroVar, findLin-
earCombos and findCorrelation functions from the caret package [6, 7] in R [8] were
used, respectively. PCA for feature selection was applied with the preProcess function
from the same package.

Table 1. Features from products extracted during the crawling process.

Feature Description

Product Unique identifier of the product (ASIN code)
Price Seller price for the product
Ratings Customers rating of the product
Assessments Number of assessments (opinions) the product received by customers
Fulfilled Fulfilment of the product by Amazon
Stock Availability of the product
Choice Recommended product by Amazon (Amazon’s choice)
Seller Unique identifier of the seller selected by Amazon to sell the Product
Time Time instant the product was crawled
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Labelling. For each instance in every longitudinal dataset, a positive or negative class
was assigned according to the next criteria. The first time a new seller was selected to
occupy the buy-box for selling a product, the value “1” was assigned to the instance
(representing the positive class), and “0” otherwise. An example of the labeling process
is illustrated in Fig. 3. In this study, the selection by Amazon of a new merchant to
occupy the buy-box is considered the more decisive instant to understand the algorithm
that performs such selection. It is assumed that once a new merchant is selected, its
continuity in time by winning the boy-box does not provide conclusive information,
since this could be achieved simply by either inactivity (e.g., out of stock) or unknown
strategic decisions from other competing sellers.

2.4 Classification

Three well-known classifiers, namely, random forest (RF), support vector machine
(SVM) and neural networks (NN), were used independently to predict if a competing
seller is likely to replace the current one occupying the buy-box. It is important to
remind that the purpose of this predictive approach is not to identify the seller likely to
win the buy-box among others offering the same product, but to estimate if the current
merchant selling a product is going to be replaced by another competing seller also
offering the same product. For each longitudinal dataset from products, such classifi-
cation models were built and the prediction accuracy evaluated. Once accomplished
this prediction exercise, the relative importance of the involved predictors (after the
feature selection process) was estimated.

Model Building. Longitudinal datasets from each product were split in training and
test sets following a 70:30 proportion, respectively. For tuning parameters of classifiers,
ten trials were carried out using the training data, repeated three times, following a 10-
fold cross-validation (CV) resampling scheme. Every tuned classifier was built on nine
training folds using the CV scheme, and predictions were evaluated on the remaining
held-out fold using the ROC (receiver operator characteristic) metric, obtaining a
performance profile based on all the tuning parameters tested. After identifying the

Fig. 3. Example of positive and negative class assignments (“1”: positive class) in a longitudinal
dataset.
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optimum model among the candidates based on their performance, this one was then
re-built using the whole training data set (without fractions of the training data being
held-out). To handle possibly unbalance between positive and negative classes, which
could bias the model towards the positive class, a stratified version of the CV scheme
was adopted. To that end, instances containing the majority (negative) class were
randomly removed to ensure an approximate equal presence of both classes [9]. The
caret package from the R software was used to build classifiers (train function), and the
down-sampling argument in the preProcess function was used to implement the
stratified CV.

Table 2. Candidate features used to build classification models for products.

Abbreviation Type Role Value

Change in
seller

Categorical Response 1: The seller winning the buy-box has changed
(positive class)
0: The seller winning the buy-box remains
(negative class)

dPrLowestPr Numeric Predictor Difference between the current price and lowest
price

dHighestPrP Numeric Predictor Difference between the highest price and
current price

dPrRM32pr Numeric Predictor Difference between current price and 32-prices
rolling mean

dPrRM16pr Numeric Predictor Difference between current price and 16-prices
rolling mean

dPrRM8pr Numeric Predictor Difference between current price and 8-prices
rolling mean

dPrRM4pr Numeric Predictor Difference between current price and 4-prices
rolling mean

rPrLowestPr Numeric Predictor Ratio between the current price and the lowest
price

rPrHighestPr Numeric Predictor Ratio between the current price and the highest
price

rPrRM32pr Numeric Predictor Ratio between the current price and 32-prices
rolling mean

rPrRM16pr Numeric Predictor Ratio between the current price and 16-prices
rolling mean

rPrRM8pr Numeric Predictor Ratio between the current price and 8-prices
rolling mean

rPrRM4pr Numeric Predictor Ratio between the current price and 4-prices
rolling mean

rPr Numeric Predictor Ratio between the current and previous price
Ops Numeric Predictor Number of assessment the product has received

by customers
ProdRating Numeric Predictor 0 to 5. Rating of the product received by

customers

(continued)
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Evaluation. To measure the classification accuracy, a 2 � 2 confusion matrix was set
to summarize the number of instances which class label is predicted correctly or
incorrectly. This classification accuracy was estimated for every predictive model built
on each longitudinal dataset from products, and for every classifier. Considering that no
one criteria is sufficient to assess the performance of a classifier [10], the accuracy,
balanced accuracy and the kappa statistic (Cohen’s kappa) [11] were used in this work.

The first metric, accuracy, measures the proportion of examples correctly classified.
Balanced accuracy is estimated as the average value of sensitivity and specificity, and it
provides an estimation on the average accuracy obtained on either class [12]. The third
one, the kappa statistic takes into account the accuracy that would be generated simply
by chance. The form of the statistic is k = (O−E)/(1−E), where O is the observed
accuracy and E is the expected accuracy based on the marginal totals of the confusion
matrix. The statistic can take on values between −1 and 1: a value of 0 means there is
no agreement between the observed and predicted classes, while a value of 1 indicates
perfect concordance of the model prediction and the observed classes [7].

Relative Importance of Predictors. Once every predictive model was built on each
longitudinal datasets from products, using the three different classifiers, their accuracy
was evaluated on test sets and the relative importance of the predictors in the models
estimated. On each predictor, a ROC curve analysis was conducted and a series of cut-
offs applied to the predictor data to predict the class. ROC analysis is a useful metric
since allows for estimating the optimal model independently from the class distribution.
The area under to ROC curve was used as the measure of variable importance. Relative
importance of the variables was estimated using the varImp function from the caret
package.

The selection of the more important variables for sellers to win the buy-box after
building a predictive model for each of 461 products, and for each classification model,
was accomplished in a two-step process. Arbitrarily, the five more relevant variables
(1-highest to 5-lowest) from classification models were estimated for every product.
Then, considering all the products, the frequency distribution of the variables with

Table 2. (continued)

Abbreviation Type Role Value

Day Numeric Predictor 1 to 31
Wday Categorical Predictor 1: The product is displayed on a working day;

0: otherwise
AmChoice Categorical Predictor 1: The product is Amazon’s choice; 0:

otherwise
Bestseller Categorical Predictor 1: The product is a bestseller; 0: otherwise
Fulfilled Categorical Predictor 1: The product is fulfilled by Amazon; 0:

otherwise
Stock Categorical Predictor 1: The product is in stock; 0: otherwise
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highest relevance obtained. Secondly, from this frequency distribution, a tabulation
scheme aggregated the range of highest frequencies containing the four more decisive
variables for winning the buy-box. Thus, the most relevant features after considering all
products were obtained.

Relevant Feature Analysis and Clustering of Sellers. Database was filtered by seller
and their sold products obtained. Each seller was characterized by a single vector
containing the average value of the relevant variables obtained from each product in its
portfolio. Less representative sellers were removed and just those selling more than
four products studied, obtaining a total of 525 sellers to be analyzed. From this
characterization two analyses were conducted. The first one was a bi-plot study of
relevant variables to understand their linear relation, using the factoextra library [13] in
R, and secondly, a k-means cluster analysis of sellers. Intuitively, the latter analysis
tries to detect patterns in sellers that can be aware of these relevant variables for
considering them in their selling strategic decisions. The optimal number of clusters for
grouping of sellers was obtained using the NbClust package [14] from R. The function
kmeans from base R was used to perform the k-mean analysis.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Importance of Features

Figure 4 shows the frequency of the five more important features estimated after
building the 461 predictive models (x-axis: from the 1-highest to 5-lowest importance).
In Table 3, from variables with highest importance, the four more frequent features
from each model are indicated as well as their percentage of occurrence. Some of these

Fig. 4. Frequencies of variable importance in 461 predictive models using three different
classifiers (support vector machine -SVM-, random forest -RF- and neural networks -NN-). In the
x-axis, the relative importance of features is shown from left (1-highest) to right (5-lowest). By
using a color code, each square indicated the number of times a variable is considered important
in this ranking (1-highest to 5-lowest). (Color figure online)
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variables (Ops and Day) are considered relevant in all classifiers and rPr in two of them
(RF and NN). The predictive accuracy of each classifier was estimated after averaging
the quality of the predictions accomplished in the 461 datasets (Table 4). As can be
appreciated, RF provides the more accurate predictions in all the quality measures used.

According to the more accurate classifier (RF) the more decisive feature to be
considered for gaining the buy-box is the ratio between the current price and the
previous price of a product (rPr), followed by the number of assessment received by
customers (Ops). According to [3], who used RF as only classifier using a different set
of features, the most important one is the price difference to the lowest price
(dPrLowestPr), followed by the price ratio to the lowest price (rPrLowestPr). Results
of RF and NN are similar for the three more relevant features. Even SVM classifier
provides the less accurate predictions, the variable importance estimations from this
algorithm were also considered. The rest of features Day, dPrLowestPr, rPrHigestPr
and rPrRM32pr seem to have a secondary, but worth to consider, role in this regard.

Complementarily to the estimation of the more relevant variables from predictive
models, these variables were alternatively used to characterize sellers. Values of these
variables in each product from seller’s portfolio were averaged. Thus, it was possible to
characterize each seller by a single vector defining its general behavior with respect the
most relevant features to win the buy-box. Importantly, this approach allow for per-
forming a bi-plot analysis of sellers to understand the linear relation among relevant
variables. In Fig. 5, this relation is illustrated as well as the contribution of each of
them to explain the variability of seller using two principal components (PCA-biplot).
As expected, variables describing the relation of prices to the lowest (dPrLowestPr)
and highest (rPrHighestPr) prices for products are negatively correlated, even quan-
tifying a different measure (difference and ratio, respectively). Conversely, a high
correlation is found between the variables studying the ratio between the price (rPr)
and the 32-prices rolling mean (rPrRM32pr), indicating that this latter statistics
describes effectively the trend of the prices for analyzed products. Remaining studied
variables (Stock, Day and Ops) are not significantly useful to describe variability in
sellers and do not show a remarkable association. All variables contributions explain
around the 86% of variability for seller characterization.

Table 3. Relevant features obtained from predictive models. Support vector machine (SVM),
random forest (RF) and neural networks (NN). Relative frequency (%) is indicated in brackets.

Order of Importance Classifiers
SVM RF NN

1 Ops (20%) rPr (88%) rPr (33%)
2 Day (9%) Ops (4%) Ops (28%)
3 dPrLowestPr (8%) Day (3%) Day (5%)
4 Stock (8%) rPrRM32pr (1%) rPrHigestPr (5%)
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3.2 Importance of Features

A k-means analysis was carried out using the seller characterization from Sect. 3.1,
considering six the optimum number of clusters. In the interest of space, graphical
results are omitted. The value of the more relevant features (Table 3) from each cluster
of sellers is indicated in Table 5, together with the size of each cluster.

Table 4. Quality measure results for predictive modeling. Support vector machine -SVM-,
random forest -RF- and neural networks -NN-.

Classifiers
Classifiers Accuracy Balanced accuracy kappa

SVM 0.91 0.56 0.15
RF 0.94 0.76 0.52
NN 0.92 0.59 0.20

Fig. 5. Biplot analysis of the more relevant features. Color in arrows indicates contribution of
each variable to explain the variability in seller characterization. Positive correlated variables
point to the same side of the plot. (Color figure online)

Table 5. Value of analyzed features in cluster of sellers, including size of clusters (values in €
when applicable).

Features
Cluster Size Ops Day rPr dPrLowestPr rPrHighestPr Stock rPrRM32pr

1 32 2027 15 −0.3 2.1 −4.2 0.8 −0.03
2 24 71 15 4.0 5.9 −19.6 0.9 0.8
3 103 220 15 0.06 0.9 −3.4 0.4 −0.02
4 1 202 19 24.6 0.4 −16.7 1.0 9.3
5 1 15 17 0.6 62.0 −23.1 0.9 −0.5
6 364 160 16 0.1 1.2 −4.3 0.9 0.05
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First, third and sixth clusters are poorly delimited which centres are close to the
axes origin. These three clusters hold most of analysed seller and as expected, they do
not differ greatly in the value of the analyses features (Table 5). It is worth to note that
Amazon seller is included in the sixth cluster, and also that 50% of sellers grouped in
the second cluster are devoted to sell imitation jewellery items. Fourth and fifth clusters
are composed by a single seller. Value of Day feature in clusters has approximately
same value, indicating that most of the products are offered along the all days of the
month. Short variations in these values are not conclusive enough to obtain an indi-
cation of product selling during specific days of the month and its analysis remains
open for further investigation.

Seller in fourth cluster offered just six products competing by winning the buy-box,
and none of its competitor was Amazon. The more relevant feature of this seller is the
high value of the rPr feature and their products’ permanent availability (stock pres-
ence). Surprisingly, this seller offers 6000 low-cost products through all product cat-
egories in Italy’s Amazon webpage, enjoying a particular shop-window. After visiting
many products displayed in this shop-window, it seems that those products are
exclusively sold and fulfilled by this seller. Seller from fifth cluster is represented by an
United State technological corporation presented in US’s and all Europe’s Amazon
webpages, specialized in providing video and image processing chips for connected
consumer camera applications. In the database, it was presenting just nine products
competing for winning the buy-box. No other rival than Amazon was detected for
selling products offered by this merchant.

4 Conclusions

This study aims to estimate the more relevant features of sellers to be eligible to occupy
the buy-box, and to characterize sellers according to these features. Predictive models
showed that the more relevant features are the ratio between consecutive prices in
products (rPr) and the number of assessment received by customers for products (Ops).
Cluster analysis of sellers considering these features showed a set of overlapped
clusters which does not provide relevant information about these characteristics.
However, this analysis revealed two clusters represented by singles sellers, together
with another one, all of them with distinct characteristics.

Disclaimer. The views expressed are purely those of the authors and may not in any circum-
stances be regarded as stating an official position of the European Commission.
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